
1.
Familiarize yourself with all 4 sides of the plank. Side A will 
clip into side B. Side C will drop and lock into side D.

2.
Working from left to right, lay the first plank alongside the 
longest wall with sides A and C facing the wall. Use spacers to 
leave a ¼” gap between the wall and the plank.

3.
Align side C of the next plank to side D of the previous plank. 
Drop side C onto side D and press gently to engage the clip. 
You should hear it click into place. Repeat this step until you 
finish the first row.

4.
When starting a new row, cut the first plank to ensure at least 
a 6” gap between sides C and D of the previous row and sides 
C and D of the new row.

5.
Align side A of the new plank to side B of the parallel row. 
Insert side A into side B at a 45° angle and lay the plank flat.

6.
Continue the row by inserting side A of the the next plank into 
side B of the parallel row at a 45° angle. Slide the plank until 
it reaches side D of the previous plank and drop gently.

7.
Press with your thumb on both ends of side C. Continue pressing 
until you hear the plank “click” into place.

8.
Tap with a soft-faced hammer on both ends of side C.

9.
Planks are now fully locked. Repeat steps 4-8 until the row is 
complete.

HOW TO INSTALL SOUND-TEC WITH RAPIDLOCK

WARNING: 
Inspect planks for irregularities. Do not install if 
defects are present.!

WARNING: 
Do not lift planks once the clip has been engaged. 
This will damage the clip. See “How To Uninstall 
RapidLock”.

!

Sound-Tec with RapidLock is NOT compatible with previous 
versions of Sound-Tec.

Verify that your box features the RapidLock logo and that the 
product number is followed by -D instead of -S.

! WARNING: 



HOW TO UNINSTALL SOUND-TEC WITH RAPIDLOCK

WARNING: 
Do not lift planks to separate. This will damage 
the planks. Keep planks flat until they are fully 
separated.

NOTE: 
To schedule a product training session, please 
contact us at (800) 492-URBAN (8722).

!
1.
Always start by disengaging side A. Grab the planks and gently 
lift at the same time until the planks disengage.

4.
If planks are not disengaging, tap  with a soft-faced hammer 
on both ends of side C to ensure that the clip is fully engaged. 
You will not be able to separate the planks if the clip is not 
fully engaged. Once planks are engaged repeat step 3.

3.
To disengage sides C and D, slide the planks in the opposite 
direction. Press the planks gently while sliding. Continue sliding 
until the planks are fully separated.

2.
Place planks gently on the floor.
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